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Water Program Gets
OK; Crocker Is Mayor

ONE OF KENTUCKY'S.
SETTER WEEKLY PAPERS

14 PAGES

Th• News has won awards for
excellence ev•ry year It has been
•ubm.tted In judging contests.

Dr. H. D. ("Dan") Crocker, South Fulton dentist,
was elected Mayor of South Fulton Tuesday evening at Vol. 36
the first meeting of the new Commission.
Present at the meeting were Dr.
Crocker and Elmer Mansfield, new—Ite,stated their intention of conly-elected Commissioners, and Har- tinuing Commission meetings on
ry Allison, a holdover from the last the second Tuesday of each month.
administration who still has two
years to serve.
76 MORE FAMILIES
Allison presided at the opening
A survey of families on the five
of the meeting after the two new rural routes out of Fulton this week
Commissioners were sworn in by revealed that a total of 76 new
the City Recorder.
families have moved onto these
A motion by Elmer Mansfield routes during the past six months,
naming Dr .Crocker Mayor and Mr. The Fulton Shopper stated. The
Allison Vice-Mayor was approved Paper is delivered each week to
without dissent.
every family on all five routes, plus
In other business to come before all other routes in the Fulton-South
the meeting, the Mayor and Com- Fulton trade area.
missioners:
—Were advised by the Nichols
Engineering Company, engineers
for the city, that projects "A" and
"B" of the contemplated city water
expansion program had been approved by Atlanta this week, and
the "go-ahead" thus given for another water tank, extension of water
lines to the Jiffy Steamer Company
on US 51 and down US 4,54 as far,
as the Dunavant Tractor Compete',
and requested sewage lines:
—Decided to ask the accounting
firm of Cheeseman and Thompson
to provide an accounting of city
income and expense from the date
of the last audit (July 1) to date, in
order to familiarize themselves
with city operations;
—Declined to change, at least for
the present, the 8-hour shifts of
the City firemen, who had requested an "on-24, off-48 hour" shift sysDr. Crocker
tem.
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Joe Byrd
Resigns As
Police Chief

Joseph E. Byrd, Chief of Police
of South Fulton for the past two
years, submitted his resignation today to the new Mayor and Commissioners of that city.
While his resignation did not
state the facts, it is apparent from
conversation with him Wednesday
that thief Byrd did not feel that he
could work in harmony with the
new Commission.
Byrd's letter of resignation follows:
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
September 18, 1968

Number 38
Microfilm Center
Margaret I. King Library
University of Kentucky
Lexington, Ky. 40504
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Grissoms Seek Back Wages From Mrs.
lc tides,
Heir To Bess Morris Estate; Trial In Fourth Day
A civil suit, with testimony as full of suspense as an
Alfred Hitchcock movie, tried in a setting strongly remCabbage To Speak
iniscent of Faulkner's "Intruders In The Dust," moved
into its fourth day at the courthouse at the City Hall in
At Deaf Meeting
Fulton today.
An all-day Deaf Fellowship meetIn an almost empty courtroom, with witnesses and
ing will be held at Pleasant Grove
Baptist Church, Sidonia, Tennessee, a hand full of spectators sprawled or dozing contentedly
six miles west of Sharon, Tenn., in the pew-like seats, witnesses uttered their staccato
on Highway 89, on Sunday, Septem- answers in obvious frenzy, while the shrill whistle of a
ber 22. Lunch will be served at noon
passing freight train frequently interrupted the testiby the ladies of the church.
The speaker will be Bro. Don mony of the lawyers and the answers of the witnesses.

Cabbage, preacher to the deaf from
It's a jury trial in a railroad town
Bill Rice Ranch In Murfreesboro,
and William Faulkner would have
In a deposition from Mrs. Estes
Tenn. Guy Wilkerson is pastor of
loved it.
the Pleasant Grove Baptist Church
read to the court by her attorney
Mayor
For all practical purposes the James Warren, and by Rodney
and C. W. Kesner will serve as inCity Commissioners
trial is not an unusual one. A mid- Miller an attorney for the plaintiffs
terperter.
die-aged couple is suing an octo- Mr. and Mrs. Henry Grissom, Mrs.
City of South Fulton
genarian heiress for $50,000,00, give Estes alleges by innuendo that the
South Fulton, Tennessee
or take a few hundred dollars, for Grissoms were similar to the
alleged services they performed, characters in the novel 'The Man
Gentlemen:
over a four-year period, to the de- Who Came To Dinner." Except,
fendant involved.
In the past six (6) years I have
according to Mrs. Estes' deposition,
endeavored to be a member of the
The evidence goes back to 1961 the Grissoms took it upon themprofession of Law Enforcement. I
selves to establish residence in her
Fulton's new Ben Franklin store, shortly after the death of Miss Bess
have, since becoming Chief of PoMorris, who left the bulk of her es- home for more than a year, serving
new
being
completed
on
Lake
lice in October 1966 heard the comas chauffeur, personal maid, farm
Street, will open around October tate to her sister Mrs. Carrie Estes.
plaints and needs of the people of
overseer and guests who never
15th, according to owners Mr. and (Miss Morris' will also left an un(Continued On rage ight)
determined amount of money to bought meals, groceries, gasoline,
Mrs. Bill Adams
or
the other necessities of life.
The new building will double the build a charity hospital in Fulton,
Joe Johnson, a young attorney,
counter space that the present store but the monies were never received
has, besides affording a spacious since her heirs disputed the be- trying his first major legal case is
the principal attorney for the
wareroom and office space on the quest.)
entire second floor, Mr. Adams
told The News this week.
When the move to the new location is completed, the Western Auto
Store will add the present Ben
Franklin quarters 63 its present display and sales space on lower
board
memShapiro
advised
the
By a vote less than a mandate,the board of directors
Lake Street.
aid the visitors present that
Besides owning the Western Auto
of the Mississippi River Area Economic Opportunity bers
In Mar* ISM he recommended to and Ben Franklin stores here, Mr.
Council (War on Poverty) named C. D. Arnett of Ban- the council that Mr. Arnett, who and Mrs. Adams also own Ben
dana its intedim director to replace Michael Shapiro was serving as an administrative Franklin stores in Hickman and
There are not enough words to express the
assistau* be dismissed because of Bardwell
who resigned the post after serving nearly sixteen inefficiency
gratitude that the Board of Directors of the Internaand "because his sermonths.
tional Banana Festival feels for the cooperation and
r,vieee were not in ,the best interest
The board voted seven in favor and six opposed to of the program's effectiveness."
tireless efforts on the part of so many of the people
Mr. James Hickman
City Manager

Ben Franklin's New
Store Opening Soon

Ballard Native Named Poverty Director
For Interim Period; Five Others Apply

A Word Of Thanks!

To the Citizens of Fulton, Kentucky and
South Fulton, Tennessee

accepting the recommendation of the Personnel Board at
the meeting held at the Health Center in Clinton on
Tuesday night. In an atmosphere of parliamentary confusion, Rev. P. L. Nichols, a Fulton County educator, a
member of the board and also a candidate for the position of area director, took issue with the procedure by
which the interim director was selected.
Contending that the recommendation of only Mr. Arnett for the
temporary position did not give the
board the opportunity for an alternate selection, Rev. Nichols also
took issue with the by-laws of the
organization, which specially stipulated that the recommendation of
the personnel board was absolute.

Attended by a large number of
interested citizens in the four-county area, as well as large numbers of
Vista workers from outside the
council's jurisdiction, Mr. Arnett's
qualifications to hold the position
were openly questioned. In a somewhat unprecedented action Mr.
MIMMIMMIIMMIMMEMESSIIINI

Mr. Shapiro further stated that
the board voted to put Mr. Arnett
on probation for a three-month
period until June 1. Mr. Arnett said
he was not aware of the board's
action. Prime objection to Mr. Arnett's employment in the program,
and subsequently to the position of
area director is that "he does not
possess the capabilities of youth in
the energies to keep the program
moving forward." Mr. Shapiro said
that Mr. Arnett is 66 years old, although one board member stated
that he "was in his 50's.''(Mr. Arnett is 65.)
Miss Sheila Downey, an area advisor to the 0E0 in Kentucky also
stated that she was doubtful that
either the State 0E0 officer, or the
Washington 0E0 would accept Mr.
Arnett as either an interim or full
(Continued On Page AVM)

Rotary Speaker Tells
Of Spring Disorders

State Representative Milton
Hamilton, Jr., Union City, addressed the Fulton Rotary Club Tuesday noon recounting some of his
personal experiences as a member
of the Tennessee National Guard
during the spring disorders in
Memphis .
Hamilton is a company commander in the Tennessee National
Guard, commanding the unit in
Union City. During the disorders in
Memphis prior to and following the
death of the Rev. Martin Luther
King, Jr., in Memphis, Hamilton
and his unit were among nearly
7000 Guardsmen called to Memphis to help maintain law and
order there.

in this twin community in helping to stage this
Sixth International Banana Festival.
We know that those who did take an active
part in the Festival work did so above and beyond
the call of duty. We do appreciate the long hours
that were put in away from homes and families; the
lack of sleep on the part of so many; and we appreciate, also, the good-natured humor with which all
these discomforts were borne.
We would like now to take this opportunity to
say "Thank you"to all of you who were so generous
with your time, your talents, your energy, your
patience, your moral support, your financial support in order to make this festival bear out it's slogan, "The Sensational Sixth."
For the Board of Directors:
Sara C. Bushart, President
Evelyn Dixon, Executive Secretary

plaintiffs. He is being assisted by
his law associate, Rodney Miller.
Mr. Warren is being assisted by
Judge Ethel Morris of Obion County, a cousin of the defendant, and a
person referred to often in Mrs.
Estes' deposition as having executed financial matters and legal matters for her.
The Grissoms claim they were
hired by Mrs. Estes on May 7, 1961,
the day after Miss Elizabeth Morris's funeral, to take care of Mrs.
Estes who was a patient in Jones
Hospital. Grissom claims he was
to manage the four large farms
Mrs. Estes had inherited from her
sister.
While Mrs. Estes' deposition alleges that there was never an
agreement for employment of the
Grissoms discussed, she likewise
indicated by deposition that the
Grissoms had free reign of the
household, her car, and freedom to
come and go as they pleased. Trips
to the grocery story, dinner outings
with the couple, permission granted
to Mr. Grissom to deliver her
checks on occasion, were also admitted as evidence to the court by
Mrs. Estes' deposition.
On Wednesday attorneys for both
the defense and the plaintiff were
called into court. Among them were
Dr. D. L. Jones, Wood Tipton, administrator of the Bess Morris Estate; Ben Morris and Ethel Morris,
first cousins of the defendant; L. M.
McBride, Katie Wisdom and Babe
Patterson, the latter two claimed
by Mrs. Estes to have been her
paid employees while the Grissoms
were living in the old Morris home,
where Mrs. Estes now lives.
The Grissoms claim they have
not been paid for their services—
Grissom from May 7, 1961 to
March, 1965, and his wife from
May 7, 1961 to July, 1962.
Last year the court declared a
mistrial in the case.
While not specifically identifying
the individuals who may have been
involved, Mrs. Estes further revealed in her deposition that threerooms of furniture "disappeared"
from her upstairs bedrooms, a furnace was broken down and had to
be replaced and that the basement
was all dug up allegedly in the
search of hidden cash that was suspected as being on the premises.
The trial is being based on two
lawsuits filed by the Grissoms in
1965 — one asking $41,700 and the
other $9,000.
Acting Judge Seth Boaz consolidated the two suits and instructed
they be heard simultaneously.
Circuit Judge W. C. Tipton excused himself from the case on the
grounds that he was administrator
(Continued on Pave Eight)

Jottings from - - -

Jo's
Notebook
It's sure fun to be back in the newspaper business again. Though the folks in the office hardly believe it, there'll be no politics, no Banana Festival,
no academic life for a while at least, and no championing of lost causes, except through the columns
of this newspaper.
I've covered more stories this week than I have
in many a moon, and have been living up every bit
of controversy, parliamentary violations, phony
speeches, back-slapping, back-biting, and radical
maneuvering of various and sundry crack-pots.
There's nothing quite like being a newspaper
editor and reporter. You can see the good and
seamy side of life in a parade of events, and still see
the world through rose-colored glasses.
For instance I saw something happen at a meeting the other night that would have made cold
chills dance on my back-bone if I hadn't become so
accustomed and hardened to the foibles of men and
mice.
About nine months ago, a young fellow, doing a
creditable job in a sensitive position, was given a
draft deferment to accomplish the important job at
hand. As the months wore on this fellow in mention
became persona non grata with his "benefactors."
And so what happened? The fellow can hardly
breathe with all that constant draft blowing at him
now!
Out of one firing line into another!

came te the 6411Willia Festival
for ti' photograph as the six Latin-American beauty queens a
i]
.
i-;EAUTIES; There the appropr
ROCKES
this year visit with'Governer and Mrs. Winthrop Rockefeller in Resters, Arkansas. Left to right are: Marla Perris., Mies Guatemala; Mies M,argine Davidson, Miss Nicaragua;
Governer Rockefeller; Mrs. Rockefeller; Ana Maria Rivera, Miss Costa Rica; Marta Ines Arriiitstse. Miss ttendurae; Nora Sylvia Mentes, Miss El Salvador and Recta Giner de
les Ries, Miss Guansivente Province in Mexico,.
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

"were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, I shookl not hestitate to prefer
—THOMAS JEFFERSON
the latter."

Henry Ward, A Fellow With Sound Views,
Thinks Wallace Vote Will Help Humphrey
Henry Ward, a newspaperman's
newspaperman, the anathema of the
political hacks, and a fellow who isn't
governor today because he believed in
telling the people of Kentucky "like it
is," is now publisher of the Paducah
Sun-Democrat.
His all too infrequent columns on
the editorial page of that fine newspaper make interesting and thoughtprovoking reading on any subject he
chooses to write about. Last Sunday
Henry Ward expressed his views on
the effect of George Wallace's campaign for President in Kentucky, and
as usual, his remarks made all kinds of
good sense and reasoning.
Henry believes that every vote
cast for Wallace will be a vote away
from the Nixon camp. Here's what he
said:
Get two Kentuckians interested in
politics together these days, and the
odds are they will start talking about
the effect George Wallace's candidacy
for president will have on Hubert
Humphrey and Richard Nixon.
There is no agreement on the issue,
except among spokesmen for both the
Democratic and Republican parties. A
concensus among them seems to be
that Wallace gained strength in Kentucky in the past few months, but that
it will "erode" before the November
election as Humphrey and Nixon expand their campaigns, and that he will
finish up with between 15 and 20 per
cent of the Kentucky vote.
That could figure out to be 150,000
votes, enough to tip the state either to
Humphrey or Nixon, depending on
which one will lose most of these votes
to Wallace.
In this guessing game, my guess is
three-fold: 1. the Wallace strength will
not "erode" before November; 2. he
will get from 20 to 25 per cent of the
vote; 3. Wallace will take more votes
from Nixon than he will from Humphrey.
As any observer will say, these
estimates are based on conditions as
they are and the predictable course of
the campaigns and events. If there is
an outbreak of civil disorders, particularly involving Negroes, Wallace will

be strengthened. If Nixon continues
what appears to be his strategy of a
bland campaign, designed not to upset
what he thinks is a winning drive to
the presidency, those who say they like
Wallace now will not turn to Nixon.
If Humphrey continues what seems to
be his present strategy of seeking to
display independence from President
Johnson but drawing back when LBJ
hints irritation, he won't pick up any
of the Wallace votes.
Political history in Kentucky indicates that registered Republicans
stick with their nominees closer than
do registered Democrats. Part of this is
due to the fact that traditionally many
persons register Democratic so as to
vote in local primary elections, but
support Republican candidates for national offices.
There are more dissatisfied Democrats than there are Republicans, and
they are most accustomed to switching
than Republicans. With only Humphrey and Nixon in the race, Nixon
would get the majority of these Democrats who are determined to show they
don't like what's going on. But not with
Wallace in the race.
There are enough of these "protest" votes in Kentucky to determine
the outcome of the election. This was
apparent in the state's governor's election last year. Here in the First District
alone enough registered Democrats
voted Republican to make the difference for Louie B. Nunn—for a turnover of only 15,000 votes would have
elected the Democratic nominee.
A person who has reached the
point of such disgust with both the
Democratic and Republican parties, or
their nominees, that he wants to register a protest is not apt to be swayed
by the argument that a vote for Wallace will just be a lost vote. Every
"lost cause" has supporters who will
stay with it until the bitter end.
The supporters of Eugene McCarthy demonstrated this at Chicago.
The day before the balloting at the
Democratic convention, he conceded
that Hubert Humphrey had the nomination locked up. But 650 delegates
still voted for McCarthy, and shouted
defiance at the Humphrey majority
while doing it.

Our Banana Festival Is Like Giving Flowers
To The Living; We Hope They Remain Fragrant
As we said goodbye to the last of
After six years of being rather
closely associated with the Interna- our Latin-American visitors, and memtional Banana Festival it is not easy for bers of their families who were here
us to write about it without a deep feel- at the Festival we could not help but
ing of sentimentality.
be reminded of a little poem that we
The emotion stems from the fact keep in our office.
that our program, Project-Unite Us, is
It goes like this:
a true, living, breathing exercise in
people-to-people diplomacy, with the I'd rather have one little rose
From the garden of a friend,
ultimate goal of making friendships
with our neighbors to the south of us Than to have the choicest flowers
When my stay on earth must end.
well within our reach.
I'd rather have one pleasant word
In kindness said to me,
A member of ths Kentucky Press Association
Than flattery when my heart is still,
Second. class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041
And life has ceased to be.
Successor of various weekly pep.rs In Fulton the
rather
have a loving smile
I'd
Best of which was founded In 1111110.
From
friends I know are true,
PublIdwd Every Thursday of The Year at 2110
Than tears shed 'round my casket
Commercial Avis. Fulton, Ky. 42041
When the world I've bid adieu.
Voted ono of Ksigucky's "Best AN Around"
Weekly Papers.
Bring me all your flowers today,
Address all moll (subscriptions, change of adWhether pink, or white, or red;
dress. Forms 31171) to Pest Office Box 307 Fullest,
I'd
r4her
have one blossom now
Kentucky, 421041.
Than a truck load when I'm dead!
Subscription Rates: $2.00 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Mien and
We are spreading bouquets of
Weakley Counties, Tow Elsewhere throughout the flowers to the living
with our Banana
United States $AM Per year.
Festival. We hope they remain fresh
Kentucky Subscribers must add 5% Sales Tax.
and fragrant forever.

UOET'S CORNER

Letters To Editor
DAISY — HEDDON
Rogers, Arkansas 72756
Division victor Corrptometer
Corporation

THE COMMUNICATION GAP
There's a spot in our relations called "Communication
Gap,"
And to all too many people it becomes a serious trap;
For they can't achieve acceptance and the sense that
they "belong,"
And they spend their lives in loneliness, not knowing
what is wrong;
And, like snails and other creatures, they just crawl into
their shells,
And remain unloved and lonely 'til the angels toll their
bells.
Then there is another problem, and it's always "up to
date,"
That, because of strong convictions, some cannot communicate.
Always sure that what they think is just exactly right,
They'll never hear another view; they'd much prefer to
fight.
There is just a little bit of truth in everything they say,
But, insisting on that truth, they just will throw it all
away.
So our thoughts and feelings are the things we must
learn to share,
A communicating person will be welcome anywhere.
But, in sharing, we must learn to receive as well as send,
For the secret of it is that thus our minds and spirits
blend;
And, communicating thus, we find that each can take
his place
As a living, self-respecting member of the human race.
— Kelly O'Neall

A ROOM WITHOUT BOOKS IS
A BODY WITHOUT A SOUL
THE GOLDEN OYSTER, by Donald Gordon. This is a story of high
voltage excitement that describes
the efforts of a group of men attempting to discover and raise the
Rommel treasure, while pursued by
a former Gestapo officer, the Mafia,
and an Italian beauty who may be
their accomplice.
CHAMPAGNE LIVING ON A
BEER BUDGET, by Mike Ferguson. Everybody wants to get his
money's worth, but to get unusual
value at rock-bottom price is a consumer's dream. Now that dream
can be realized—and then some.
Champagne Living On A Beer Bud-

get contains Invaluable tips on how
to get the best for less In everything from motel rooms to prime
chopped beef to cruises by sea and
air.
BUSH BABY, Martin Woodhouse.
A fascinating combination of adventure, suspense, and scientific
expertise. An audaciously original
and brilliantly written superior
novel that will win acclaim for this
young author.
ESPECIALLY DOGS, by Gladys
Taber. This is a book to read and
enjoy; probably you'll find yourself
reading it aloud to whoever is in
earshot. And in the course of it you
will learn how Gladys Tabor, with
her friend and companion, took
care of new puppies, housebroke

raised and trained them.
THE HERITAGE, by Frances
Parkenson Keyes. A romantic and
suspenseful story of Peter Bradford,
a young Irish American who is the
heir apparent to the title and the
estate of an Irish great-uncle he
has never seen. The setting is Ireland in the early 14100'—when she
was struggling for release from
England.
THE RISE OF RONALD REAGAN, by Bill Boyartiky. In this
frank and knowledgeable biography, Bill Boyersky, a reporter who
has covered California politics
since 1960, tells the unique story of
one of the most controversial—and
important—new figures in American politics. He has been called
"Savior of the Suburbanites."
THE COMPLETE BOOK OF
DOLL COLLECTING, by Helen
Young. This concise and generously
illustrated handbook provides information about all aspects of doll collecting from ancient Egyptian ushabti to today's Barbie dolls.
OUT OF THE ROOKS, by Caro-

Dear Jo:
Sorry not to have sent the attached clips and photographs Prior to
this time.
Have been awaiting the glossies
which were received today from
the Governor Rockefellee's office.
One of these days when you have
an opportunity, I would appreciate
hearing from you.
It was good having you in Arkansas and we have had many kind
compliments on the excellence of
the talk you gave.
Cordially,
Jac*

INDIANA ROSE FESTIVAL
September 13, 11108
Dear Jo,
I had a most wonderful time
visiting your wonderful Banana
Festival and consider it quite an
honor to have our Indiana Rose
Festival Queen in this wonderful
event that so deeply expresses the
friendship between we North
Americans and our Latin neighbors
to the south. I think the pageant,
parade and everything else were
beautifully staged. It was quite an
honor meeting you.
While in Fulton i saw a copy of
your newspaper previous to the
event which gave a wonderful description of all the events of the
(Continued on Page Seven)

line Neilaon. Against a backdrop
of Maine from the 1920's to the
present, Out of the Rooks, is the
story a a woman driver by a childhood deprivation to cling save.*
to all that she believes should be
hers. Anisette's fierce pride, her
determination to endure, her moments of joy and love—round ottt
the moving portrait of a woman
who suffers because she loves too
much.
THE GOLDEN STAIRS, by Cecilie Leslie. Into these pages, the
reader is taken into another world,
a paradise soon to be destroyed.
When Monica Wadley left England
on her fateful voyage, she arrived
in Burma as the first Japanese
bombs began to fall. She was to
know and to cause another kind of
destruction. The attention of the
man who had found her diary was
riveted on the final entry; Look for
my body. Mtbs, Jemma, Ken. It
seemed to accuse three teenage
children of murder.
THE HOUSE OF BRASS, by Ellery Queen. The house of brass
(Continued on Page Seven'

of Fulton of the marriage of her cousin, Mrs. Shellie
Corinne Brann, daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Allen Brann of Martin to John Buman Baird, son
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Baird of Milan.
The
marriage was quietly solemnized in South Nashville,
Tenn., where the couple will make their home.
September 17, 1948
Rev. and Mrs. W. R. Reid left Fulton last Monday
for Magnolia, Ark., where he will serve as pastor of the
First Presbyterian Church at Walkersville, a community adjacent to Magnolia. Mrs. Reid has accepted a position in Walkersville as principal of the consolidated
high school there. Bro. Reid has served the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church in Fulton the past four years.
W. F. Pearcy, 24, has joined the Fulton police
force and started his new work last Wednesday. He will
fill a vacancy created when Ray Driskell resigned to enter business in Paducah.
Jimmy Hogan, young son of J. R. "Happy" Hogan,
left Monday to enter Sewanee Military Academy for the
1948-49 school term. Jimmy was declared a champion
swimmer at Camp Maramount, near Nashville, during
the summer and has been active in Junior Life Saving
work. At Sewanee he will be on the school's swimming
team.
Hubert Jaco, principal of Fulton High School, was
elected president of the Faculty Club last Friday at a
general faculty meeting of all teachers of the Fulton
city schools.
Dr. T. M. Reid, local chiropractor, will leave Saturday to attend the annual reunion of plasmatic therapy
post-graduates, which will be held in the Severn Hotel
in Indianapolis, September 23-26.
In an impressive ceremony of simplicity and beauty Miss Mary Jeanne Linton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Claude Linton, became the bride of Billy Joe King, son
of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. King, Thursday evening, September 9, in the home of the bride's parents. Following the
wedding a reception was held and immediately afterward Mr. and Mrs. King left for a short wedding trip,
after which they will be at home at 309 Eddings Street.
Announcement is made today by Miss Flora Oliver
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Cliftcrest, the beautiful home of Mrs. L. A. Clifton,
was the scene of a lovely party Wednesday evening,
when Mrs. Clifton and Mrs. Winnie Carpenter complimented Mrs. Jack Snow with a bridge and going away
party. Mrs. Snow is leaving for Durham, N. C. to make
her home. Mrs. Snow was presented a gift by the hostesses.
Hello World: Mr. and Mrs. James Adams are the
parents of an eight pound, six ounce baby girl, Judith
Lynn,born September 14 in Jones Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Macon Grissom of Fulton announce
the birth of an eight pound, 12 ounce son, born September 13 in Jones Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Ray Hall, of Hickman, announce
the birth of an eight pound daughter born Tuesday,
September 14, in the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Edwards, Dukedom, announce the birth of a nine pound, two ounce son, William Terry, born September 15 in Haws Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Ringo, Jr., of Clinton are the
parents of a seven pound, four ounce daughter, Laura
Rose, born September 13 in Fulton Hospital.
Ronnie Cummins and son, Dale, have recently returned from the celebration at Shelbyville, Tenn., which
was held last week. Avid horse enthusiasts, they bought
three first-class walking fillies while there.
PILOT OAK: Mrs. Effie Williams and Mrs. Mary
Lou McPherson entertained Saturday afternoon at Mrs.
Williams' home with a stork shower, honoring Mrs.
Tommie Yates.
AUSTIN SPRINGS: Born to Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Owens in the Fulton Hospital on September 11, a fine
young lad, who weighed seven and one-half pounds.
Mr. and Mrs. Rube Vincent, Detroit, moved to their
home in Dukedom. They purchased the home of the
late Dr. Y. Y. Miller some time ago.
Raymond Cherry is first in this section to gather
corn and the yield is fine. It will require several weeks
to harvest the large acreage reported around here.
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Miss Mary Pat Skinner And
Mr. John Hunter Are Wed

Miss Ann Miller Rogers, Formerly Of Hickman,
Weds Mr. Henry Gaunt! Wood In Atlanta, Ga.
Miss Ann Miller Rogers, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Miller Rogers of Hickman, Kentucky, became the
bride of Mr. Henry Gauntt Wood, Jr., on August third,
nineteen hundred and sixty-eight, in the Mikell Chapel
of the Cathedral of St. Philip at Atlanta, Georgia. The
Reverend David Collins, Dean of St. Philip, officiated
at the marriage.
The bridegroom is the son of Mr. Henry Gauntt
Wood and Mrs. Henry John Lightner of Woodbury,
New Jersey.

Miss Mary Pat Skinner, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Kyle Skinner of Paducah, and John K. Hunter, son of
Mr. and Mrs. John Ray Hunter of Fulton, were united in
marriage in an August ceremony at First Baptist
Church in Paducah. The Rev. John Wood performed the
double-ring ceremony.
Vows were exchanged before an
altar decorated with two candelabra
surrounded by four baskets of gladioli and Fuji mums. Bows accented
with greenery marked the family
pews.
Nuptial music was presented by
Mrs. Johnny Overton, organist., and
Mike Steger, cousin of the bride,
vocalist.
The bride entered the sanctuary
wearing a formal gown of magnolia
silk organza and hand-clipped Chantilly lace. The dress was fashioned
with a wide oval neckline, a moulded 'bodice sprayed with the lace
motifs, and allover lace bell
sleeves terminating in scallops. The
A-silhouette of her gown was
adorned at various intervals and
at the hemline with lace sprinkled
with pearls. Her voluminous chapel
train was worn Watteau fashion and
was lavishly accented with lace.
She wore a chapel-length veil of
silk illusion secured to an open filigree crown entwined with pearls.
The bride's only jewelry was a pair
of tiny pearl earrings. She carried
a cascade bouquet of white carnations with streamers of white satin
and baby's breath.
Mrs. Ron Alexander, cousin of
the bride, served as matron of
honor. Bridesmaids were Misses
Susan Smith, Dianne Davis and
Lynn Colbert, all of Paducah, Miss
Debbie norm], cousin of the groom
of Fulton, and Miss Sue Owens,
cousin of the groom of Frankfort.
The bridesmaids wore formal
gowns of orange ice shantastie.
They were fashioned with an oval
neckline and abbreviated sleeves.
Back interest was created by a
wrapped effect defined by self-covered buttons Thei.r simple A-silhouette skirts fell unadorned from the
yoke of their gowns. They wore
Grecian circlets of matching orange
Ice daisies and carried a longstemmed talisman rose.
Serving Mr. Hunter as best man
was his twin brother, Chris Hunter.
Groomsmen and ushers were Sammy Housden, David Lusk, Doug
Patterson, Johnny Naffeh, Skip
Homra and David Skinner, brother
of the bride.
For her daughter's wedding, Mrs.
Skinner wore a beige sheath dress
with a jeweled neckline. flhe completed her ensemble with * beige
whimsy, dyed-to-match accessories,
and pinned an orchid corsage at her
shoulder.

Mrs. Hunter, mother of the
groom, wore a costume of steel
gray Venice lace over organza. A
shell of grey organza with a portrait neckline was surrounded by
ruffles and topped by a mid-length
lace jacket. She completed her ensemble with a demi veil of steel
gray and dyed-to-match accessories. At her shoulder was pinned an
orchid corsage .
The paternal grandmother of the
bride wore a navy blue linen dress.
She completed her ensemble with
a whimsy and black patent accessories. A white carnation corsage
was pinned at her shoulder.
Following the ceremony, a reception was held in the church fellowship hall. At the guest register was
Miss Chris Skinner, cousin of the
bride, Nashville, Term. Serving at
the table were Mrs. Larry Livingston, cousin of the bride, St. Louis,
Mo., Mrs. Tommy Hooper, cousin
of the bride, Milwaukee, Wis., and
Mesdames Gordon Williams and
Roy Skinner, aunts of the bride,
Nashville.
After the reception, the bride and
groom left for an unannounced
wedding trip. For going away, the
bride wore a dacron knit costume
in shades of beige and cayenne. Her
simple beige dress was topped by
a full-length striped coat. To complete her ensemble, she wore a
beige hall straw cloche and matching accessories.
Out-of-town
guests
included
friends and relatives foam Missouri,
Tennessee, Mississippi, and Wisconsin.
The bride and groom are making
their home in Murray where he is
attending Murray State University.
The bride was honored by a
series of pre-nuptial parties as follows: a miscellaneous shower at
the Woman's Club clubhouse by
,Mesdames J. D. Bradford, Fred
Crice, 0. T. Allen, and James Allen; a luncheon in Fulton given by
Miss Amalie Homra and Mrs.
Gene Intindola; a kitchen luncheon
at Boswell's given by Mrs. Gene
Smith and Miss Susan Smith; a coffee in Fulton given by Mesdames
David Homra and Sue Owens; a
miscellaneous shower given by
Misses Lynn Colbert and Dianne
Davis.
The bridal luncheon at Holiday
Inn was given by Mrs. Hugh Steger
and Mrs. Ron Alexander.

The bride, given in marriage by
her father, wore an ivory, floorlength gown of silk and worsted
wool, designed with a scoop neckline, elbow-length sleeves and a
Watteau chapel-length train. The
gown featured a band of pearl
beading at the neckline and sleeves
and was enhanced by beading at
the top of the train. Her headpiece
was of Alencon lace and seed
pearls, from which cascaded a
bouffant veil of imported silk illu-

Rush Creek Church Setting For
Sublet!- Hopkins Wedding Vows

Happy Birthday Pre-Nuptial
Parties Fete
Miss Sublet!

The News takes pleasure in wishing "Happy Birthday" to the following friends:

September 20: Mrs. Lorene Harding, Jane Ferguson, Clyde Williams, Jr., Mrs. Cecile Arnold;
September 21: Rita Jones, Debra
Laird; September 22: Mrs. Robert
Holman, Mrs. Jasper Vowell;
September 23: Tommy Bodker,
Harlan Craven, Rita Jean Vaughn;
September 24: Mildred Cloys, Edye
Dowdy; September 25: Kerry Michael Frields, David Long; September 28: Bobby Huffine, Stan Hurt,
Frances Workman.

FIRST CAPITAL,
Danville was the first capital of
Kentucky during the drafting of the
State's first constitution in 1792.

On August 16, a shower was given at Rush Creek Methodist Church
for Miss Sue Jean &shied who was
married to Teddy Ray Hopkins on
Sept .1. Hostesses were Mrs. Lynn
Major, Mrs. Lewis Atwill, Mrs.
Eveertt, Mrs. James
Charles
Owens, Mrs. Johnnie Ahwill, Mrs.
Tommie Jones, Mrs. J. L. Atwlll,
Mrs. Carl Breeding.
On August 23, a household shower was held at Salem Methodist
were Miss
Church. Hostesses
Orene Hopkins, Mrs. Mac Watts
and Mrs. Darnell Moreehad.
On August 29, Mrs. Joe Newton
entertained with a luncheon and
gadget shower at the home of her
parents near Crutchfield, Ky.
Paint-up Fix-up Howl

Fashion, Is Fashion, Is Fashion, At Banana Festival

The wedding vows were exchanged before an altar decorated with
two tree branch candelabra, holding tall white bridal candles, entwined with greenery and white
wedding bells which were attached
to white satin bows. A floral arrangement of white gladioli, chrysanthemums and rich foliages centered the altar. Palm trees at each
side completed the wedding scene.
White satin bows marked the family pews.
Preceding the ceremony, Miss
Nancy Carol Brown, organist and
cousin of the bride, presented a
program of nuptial selections.
Bobby Sublett, younger brother
of the bride, and Dennis Jones
lighted the candles prior to the entrance of the bridal party.
The bride entered the church on
the arm of her father, who gave her
in marriage, and was wearing a
floor-length cage gown of white
floral nylon mist over fitted bridal
satin. The cage was styled with
high neckline and long sleeves,
bound in white satin. The brides
train was attached at the shoulders, and was of matching nylon
mist, also bound in white satin. Her
ballerina length veil was a double
circlet of nylon illusion attached to
a band of silk flowers, etched in
seed pearls. She carried a bridal
bouquet centered with a phalaenoposis orchid, surrounded by white
carnations and ivy. The bride's
complete wedding attire was fashioned and made by her mother.

pink linen dress, with black accessories, and a pink carnation corsage.
Mrs. T. E. Murdaugh, maternal
great-grandmother of the bride,
wore a royal blue double knit with
black accessories and a white carnation corsage.
Following the wedding, the bride's
parents entertained with a reception at their home. The house was
decorated throughout with fresh
flowers of yellow and white chrysanthemums.
Miss Jane Ballance, cousin of the
bride, was at the guest register.
The bride's table was covered
with a white lace cloth over pale
yellow. At one end of the table
stood a 4-tier wedding cake decorated with yellow wedding bells and
rases. A miniature bride and groom
stood on the top layer. On the opposite end of the table was a crystal punch bowl holding yellow
fruit punch and a fruit float. The
center piece consisted of white
tapers in a five branch silver candelabrum, nested in a silver bowl
filled with yellow chrysanthemums.
Yellow and white mints, and mixed
nuts were in trays that matched
the candelabrum. Those serving at
the table and reception wore a
single white carnation tied with

yellow ribbon and tulle. They were
Mrs. Darrell Morehead, sister of
the groom, Mrs. Carl Breeding,
Misses Susan Mayfield, Ann Adams,
Cecile White, and Charlotte Bal.
lance, cousin of the bride.
Also assisting at the reception
were Mrs. Richard Bellew, Mrs.
Carl Birk, Mrs. Steve Ballance,
Miss Agnes Sublett, aunts of the
bride, Mrs. Wade Jones. and Mrs.
Tommy Jones.
Gifts were displayed on long
tables covered with white and overlaid with net, in the family room,
and also in the adjoining bedroom.
After the reception, the couple
left for a short wedding trip. The
bride was wearing a beige double
knit dress with brown patent accessories and the corsage from her
bridal bouquet.
Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins are now at
home at 1405C, Apt. 3, Murray, Kentucky, where they are both seniors
at Murray State University.
Guests attending from away
were: Dr. and Mrs. Carl Birk, Mr.
and Mrs. Steve Ballance, Misses
Jane and Charlotte Ballance of Decatur, Ill., Miss Susan Peak of Paducah, Ky., Mrs. Lucille Orr of Columbus, Miss., Mr. Randall Gibson
of Melber, Ky., Miss Janice Statoa
of Milan Tenn, Mrs Charles Ash.
of Memphis, Tenn., Miss Virginia
Ann Brasfield of Nashville, Tennes.
see, Mrs. Helen Link of New
Smyrna Beach, Fla., Mrs. Darrell
Morehead and Terry of Chicago,
Ill., Mr. and Mrs. John Birk of Columbia, Mo., Mrs. Mike Cosby of
Murray, Ky., Mr. Lynn Major of
Lexington Ky., and Mrs. Carl
Breeding of Charlestown, Ind.
Following the wedding rehearsal
on August 31, the grooms parents
entertained with a buffett supper
for members of the wedding party
and their guests, at which time the
bride and groom presented their attendants with gifts.

Mrs. Joe Newton, college roommate of the bride, was chosen as
matron' of honor. Bridesmaids were
Mrs. Lynn Major of Lexington.
Kentucky, lifelong friend, and Miss
Kay Sanders of Wickliffe, Kentucky, also a college roommate.
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Miss Sue Jean Sublett, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Sublett Jr., of Hickman,Route 4, and Teddy Ray
Hopkins, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gifford Hopkins of Clinton, Route 1, were united in marriage at Rush Creek
Methodist Church on Sunday, September 1, at three
o'clock in the afternoon, with the Rev. Paul Raymond
Wright performing the double ring ceremony.

Mr. and Mrs. John R. Hunter
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Miss Judith Kelly, cousin of the
bride of West Palm Beach, Florida, was maid of honor and Miss
Kathryn Ruth "Kaki" Rogers, sister of the bride, was junior bridesmaid. Bridal attendants were Mrs.
Theodore Riegel of Milledgeville,
Ga., Miss Robin Blaylock of Little
Rock, Ark., and Miss Celia Wilson
of Atlanta, Ga. All attendants wore
azalea pink gowns of Irish linen and

Venice lace. The empire bodice of
the gowns featured a scoop neckline and a back panel, which fell
from a Dior bow.
The bridegroom was attended by
Mr. Charles Jeffrey Springman
Jr., of Newark, N. J., as best mar
Groomsmen were Mr. Ralph Hines
Jenkins of Auburn, Ala., Mr. Phil
lip Worrall of Ivey, Va., Mr. Ar
thur Rees, IV, and Mr. Joe B. Hans
atoll, both of Atlanta.
For her daughter's wedding, Mrs.
Rogers wore a champagne beige
lace dress, with matching accessories. Mrs. Lightner, mother of the
groom, wore a turquoise lace coat
ensemble, with white accessories,
and both wore white orchid corsages.
Immediately following the wedding, a church reception was given
by the bride's parents.
After a wedding trip to the Bahamas, Mr. and Mrs. Wood will reside in Atlanta.

Rita Epuieuren Velez

Mrs. Max McDade

Alicia J•ramIllo Egniouren

Mrs. Charles Binfard

The Ecuadorian luncheon and fashion show, one of the new programs added to the Banana Festival that year not only proved one of the most
popular attractions of Ow event, but it also proved that feehion, American or Latin-American, is a thing of beauty ands joy forever, as the !edict
above clearly indicate.

The attendants wore identical
floor length gowns of ice blue satin.
They were designed with a fitted
empire bodice with high wide neckline, bell-shaped skirts and elbow
length bell-shaped sleeves. Wide
colonial lace edged the skirts and
sleeves. Their headpieces were
bands of blue silk flowers with
short blue net veils. The bridesmaids carried colonial bouquets of
white carnations tied with ribbons
to match their dresses. The honor
attendant's bouquet was in all
white.
Miss Diane Hopkins, younger sister of the groom, served as flower
girl and was dressed as the other
attendants. She carried a white
basket filled with flower petals
which she scattered on the carpet
as she came doom the aisle preceding the bride's entrance.
Mike Cosby of Murray, Kentucky,
fraternity brother of the groom,
served as best man. Buddy Sublett, brother of the bride, and Jim
Turner of Arlington. Kentucky, also
a fraternity brother of the groom,
were ushers.
Mrs. Sublett chose for her daughter's wedding a turquoise double
knit dress, with accessories to
match.
Mrs. Hopkins, mother of the
groom, wore a pink knit dress with
black accessories. Each had a corsage of white carnations pinned at
her shoulder.
Mrs. Wade Jones, maternal
grandmother of the bride, wore a

Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Ray Hopkins
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Rev. Kitterman
New President
Of Alliance

DEATHS
Clyde E. Etheridge

James "Scrapiron" Johnson Gels Life For Murder Of Wife
A Fulton Circuit Court jury deliberated exactly an hour Saturday before finding James F. (Scrapiron)
Johnson guilty of murdering his exwife and fixing the 37-year-old junk
dealer's penalty at life imprisonment.
Johnson went on trial Friday
morning in the slaying of Bonnie
Byassee Johnson, 29, last May 13.
Johnson testified that if he killed
Mrs. Johnson he didn't know it.
He said he only recalled that
Mrs. Johnson hit him in the head
with a hammer just as she tugged
at the shotgun he had in his hand.
"That's all I remember. That's
all," said Johnson, who used to deal
in scrap metal and other material
at Water Valley.
Johnson told of going to the home

Clyde E. Etheridge was fatally
stricken with a heart attack on
Wednesday night, September 11th,
while attending church at the South
Fulton Baptist Church. He was pronounced dead on arrival at Fulton
Hospital.
Funeral services were held in the
South Fulton Baptist Church on
Friday, September 13th, with Rev.
Gerald Stow officiating. Burial was
in Oak Grove Cemetery and Hornbeak Funeral Home was in charge
of arrangements.
Mr. Etheridge, 79, was born in
Weakley County, Tenn., the son of
the late Fletcher and Elizabeth
Pleasant Etheridge. He served in
the United States Navy during
World War I. He was the oldest
member of the South Fulton Baptist Church. He was employed by
the Darling Envelope Company of
Kansas City, Mo., retiring in 1961
and moving to Fulton.
Many young girls will be interestHe was married to the former
Minnie Newton on June 2, 1919, who ed in sewing on leather or fake
survives.
leather because they are so popular
Other survivors are three nieces,
Mrs. Chester Morrison and Mrs. this fall. For a beginning project,
Madge Cummings of Route 3, Mar- choose a simple pattern with few
tin, and Mrs. Annie Mae Dorch of seams and fake leather with a
The mobile chest X-ray unit will Latham; and two nephews, Carol woven cloth backing. Fit the patbe at the Health Department in and Fats Blackard, both of Latham.
tern well before cutting. Alterations
Hickman on September 25 from 9
on the leather will be hard. Use
a. m. to 1 p. m. and on September
tape to hold the pattern pieces on
26 from 8 a. m. to 10 a. m
The unit will be in Fulton at the
the fabric for cutting. Pins will
Funeral services for E. G. JohnHealth Department on September
leave holes. Use paper clips to hold
26 from 1 p m. to 3 p. m. and on son were held Wednesday, SeptemSeptember 27 from 8 a. m. to 12 ber 17, in Madasz Funeral Home seams together for stitching. Use
at Brookfield, Ohio, with burial in about ten stitches per inch when
Noon.
Everyone 18 years of age or over Kennard, Pennsylvania.
machine stitching.
Mr. Johnson, 85, died in the Fulis urged to take advantage of this
—Mrs. Catherine C. Thompson
ton Hospital Sunday, September 15,
and have X-rays made.
following a three weelos illness.
He was born near Bells, Tenn.
His wife preceded him in death in
November 1967. He was a retired
Keep your distance—at least one
farmer and was a member of the
vehicle length back for ever:" 10
Evangel Baptist Church of Sharon, miles per
hour of speed. That's
Pa., where he made his home.
based on the length of your vehicle.
The Marshall Alexander Post No.
Surviving are seven sons, James
72 of the American and the Auxili- Johnson of Farrel, Pa., Carl John- Add a lot more on slippery paveary will meet in the Past home son of Little Rock, Ark., Ray John- ment.
Monday, September 23, at 7 p. m. son of Winslow, Ariz., Fred JohnWatch out for . . .
Following potluck diner, separate son of Holbrook, Ariz., Finis Johnmeetings will be held and new of- son of Hartford, Ohio, Joe Edward
. . Slick ice - three to twelve
ficers for the coming year will be Johnson of Polk, Pa., and Charles times more times stopping distance
installed by the Auxiliary.
Johnson of Hubbard, Ohio; four needed.
Mrs. Weldon McICelvy, Mrs. Jack daughters, Mrs. James McClure of
. . . 'rightly packed traffic —
Speight and Mrs. T. E. Wilson will Dukedom, Mrs. Marvin Palmer and
be hostesses. Lawson Roper will Mrs. Robert Phipps of Sharon, Pa., makes keeping your distance difshow films of his recent trip and Mrs. Charles Stephenson of ficult.
abroad.
Snowflake, Ariz., 37 grandchildren
. . . Smaller vehicles—they can
All members are urged to attend. and 24 great-grandchildren.
stop quickly.
Jackson Funeral Home was in
charge of local arrangements.
THE PATTERN:
Rev. W. W. Kitterman, pastor of
h e Cumberland Presbyterian
Church in Fulton, has been elected
president of the Twin Cities Ministerial Alliance, to take office at the
group's next regular meeting on
October 9.
The Ministerial Alliance, in it's
iegular meeting on September 11,
41so elected the following men to
serve during the coming year:
Rev. James Best, vice-president;
Rev. Robert Layne, secretary; Rev.
George Comes, treasurer, and Rev.
William Field, radio chairman. All
of these officers will serve through
September 1969.
The ministers of our community
come together through the Ministerial Alliance for fellowship, to
share common concerns, and to
provide avenues of cooperation
through which all of our churches
may work together in fellowship
and service.

E. C. Johnson

Legion And Auxiliary
To Meet On Monday

Social Security beneficiaries in
Fulton County who need to report
changes of address or other events
that affect the payment of their
monthly benefits may now do so
through the Social Security Office
at 112 South Tenth Street in Paducah, Kentucky, Charles M. Whitaker, District Manager, said today.
Reports may be made by mail, telephone or personal visit.
Whitaker said that up to now
beneficiaries were encouraged to
notify the Social Security Administration about the occurrence of
these events on postcard forms preaddressed to one of six social security record centers throughout
the country. Beneficiaries received
the postcard forms when they initially applied for monthly benefits.
Whitaker explained that the
change in reporting methods is designed to reduce the time needed
to change addresses and process
other information having an effect
on payment of monthly benefits.
The change is prompted by the increased capacity of social security
district offices to transmit the information over high speed communications circuits to record offices.
In addition to address changes
Whitaker stated that other events
that affect receipt of monthly social security checks Include employment, marriage or remarriage
in some instances, divorce, and
death.

Curls Maintenance
BRICK, BLOCK, CONCRETE
WOR K
— Free Estimates —
Phone 472-204

WE RENT - Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE MIN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.

Johnson, said he "owed" the
gun to his uncle, Tom Johnson
of near Water Valley, because he
had torn up a gun belongong to his
relative.
He said he couldn't find a gun
at McConnell and soon returned to
the Byassee home. Johnson said he
left the house again during the afternoon and bought a shotgun and
three shells at the store of Dewey

COFFEE CUP CHATTER

Mobile X-Ray Unit
Coming September 25

SS Change
Of Address
Is Important

of Mrs. Mary Byassee, mother of
the slain woman, at 406 Park Ave.
in Fulton the morning of May 12.
His ex-wife was staying with her
mother at the time.
He said he stayed perhaps half
an hour and then went to McConnell, Tenn., not far across the state
line, to try to buy e shotgun.

Mrs. Kale Murray
Mrs. Kate Murray died Friday
night, September 13, in General
Hospital at Greenville, Miss.
Funeral and burial were in Mayfield on Monday, September 16,
with Roberts Funeral Home there
in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Murray, a former resident
of Fulton, had made her home in
Greenville with her son, Charles
Murray, for the past sixteen years.

You're driving your car on a
busy street, taking your family to
visit relatives (Front End Collisions
happen off the job too!). You're
following three other vehicles when,
suddenly, the brakes of the lead vehicle freeze. The second stops, the
third driver slams on his brakes
and barely stops. Did you stay back
enough to avoid a chain collision?
—Mrs. Barletta Wrather

In most communities citizens
need to work for measures that
help to reduce the growing problems of air pollution. Air pollution
is everybody's business because it
affects personal health, plant life,
and even the useful life of cotton
fabrics.
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
New chemical treatments being
September 18:
studied by the U. S. Department of
Agriculture may be used in the
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
future to help make awnings, tents
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wiggins, and other outdoor cottons more reMrs. Annie King, Henry Smith, Jr., sistant to deterioration caused by
Aubrey Carney, Fulton; Mrs. industrial air pollution. USDA is
James Adams, Mrs. Milton Counce, also working on the development of
Deborah Puckett, South Fulton; plants that can better resist air
Mrs. Oscar Newman, Route 3, pollution.
Martin; Mrs. Scott Green, May—Mrs. Maxine Griffin.
field; Kevin Bradshaw, Hickman;
Mrs. Kent Mays, Wingo; Mrs. E. G.
Rogers, Sparta, Tenn.

HOSPITAL NEWS

FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. J. N. Wooten, Mrs. Maud
Hurlbert, C. N. Hawks, Charles
Lee, Mike Yates, Mrs. Harold
Beard, Mrs. Myrtle McCollum, Mrs.
Patsy Collier, Kenneth Asbell, Miss
Katheryn Lowe, Mrs. Carnet]
Graves, Presley Campbell, Mrs.
Katheryn Hooper, David May, Fulton; Mrs. Fredia Barron, John
Wade, South Fulton; Mrs. Minnie
Hancock, Route 1, Fulton; Mrs.
Elsie Stephens, Route 2, Fulton;
Mrs. Ruth Greer, Route 4, Fulton;
Mrs. Joyce Morris, Route 5, Fulton;
Mrs. Sarah Haynes, Water Valley;
Miss Glenda McMorris, Route 1,
Water Valley; Mrs. Allie Birmingham, Mrs. Grace Griffin, Union
City: Mrs. Floy Daniels, Dukedom;
Mrs. Lillian Mullins, Wingo; Mrs.
W. C. Morrison, Route 3, Martin;
Thomas Howell, Route 1. Crutchfield; Mrs. Lottie Muscovalley,
Columbus.
MISS BUSHART RECOVERING
Miss Mary Swann Bushart, who
underwent surgery in the Baptist
Hospital Tuesday, is reportedly recovering satisfactorily from the
operation and should be able to return home soon.

Howdo the following rank in con-

tent of vitamin C - Orange juice,
grapefruit, pineapple juice, cranterries?
Orange juice and grapefruit are
among the excellent sources of
Vitamin C. Pineapple juice has
from one-fifth to one-fourth the content of the two citrus items. Cranberries, as they are usually eaten
in sauce, contain even less than
pineapple juice.
—Miss Patricia Everett

How Many Lamps—Three or four
lamps in a room are usually needed for balance of lighting. For
reading, study, or sewing, you need
a lamp correctly placed and equipped with a 200-watt bulb and a difusing bowl. If you do not have a
diffusing bowl around the bulb, under the shade, use a 150-watt indirect light bulb.
—Mrs. Juanita Amonett

NATIONAL 4-H CLUB WEEK—
National 4-H Club Week is held in
the fall each year and provides an
opportunity for 4-H members to inform prospective 4-H members and
their parents as well as their communities, of 4-H,accomplishments
during the previous 441 year. National 4-H Club Week will be observed October 6-12 this year.
—Mrs. Dean Roper

TEEN-AGE MARRIAGES—Teenage marriages often fail because
the couple lack a real preparation
for the responsibilities of married
life. Teen-age brides and bridegrooms have only sketchy ideas of
how much income is needed to
maintain a home.
Young people are sometimes
prey of installment buying which
keeps them drained financially.
Teen-agers rarely have enough education or training to get good positions with prospects for advancement. They often have to take jobs
with little hope for the future.
The greatest hazard in ,teen-age
marriages is psychological. The
young husband and wife are not
matured enough to be able to take
on responsibilities of a home.
Teen-age marriages can succeed;
to do so requires rapid maturing by
husband and wife. Above all they
must impose much more self-discipline upon themselves and exercise more responsibility than is
normally expected of persons this
age.
Courses in home living would be
of great help to these young people
to prepare for the responsibilities
of a home.
—Miss Irma Hamilton

ENLARGED VIEWPOINT

Harpole near Tr -City in Graves
County.
Johnson said be returned to the
home where he "passed out" in a
chair after drinking most of three
halfiaints of whiskey.
The slaying occurred about 2:45
a. m. Johnson said he awoke at that
time and told his ex-wife that he
was going to see his children by his
first wife at Clinton.
Johnson said Bonnie Johnson became enraged after handing him
the shotgun which lay on the floor
on her side of the bed.
Johnson told the jury he put on
his trousers and shoes, clutched his
shirt and shotgun in his right hand
and tried to flee from the home.
He said he was unable to get the
front door open and that Mrs. Johnson hit him in the back of the head
with a claw hammer.
Johnson said that Mrs. Byassee
came out of her room into the small
hallway where the shooting occurred and attacked him as he pinned
Mrs. Johnson against a wall with
his left hand.
"I kicked Mary Byassee in the
stomach and knocked her down in
her room," he said.
Johnson said his ex-wife (they
had been divorced several months
according to relatives) asked her
mother to "let me alone and let me
leave."
Johnson said t' A he again tried
to open the front door. Mrs. Johnson "hit me with the hammer in
her right hand and jerked the gun
barrel with her left hand."
He said he remembered nothing
else until the next morning "when
I come to in the jail."
"It was a hard dick," said Johnson, who told jurors he couldn't
read or write except to make out
numbers, "if they are not too big,"
and to block-print his name on
checks.
He told Commonwealth's Attorney L. M.(Tip) Reed That he was
"afraid of Bonnie" and that he
loaded the shotgun as he stood in
the hall to protect himself from
her and Mary Byassee.
Reed attacked this statement.
"I can't imagine a 220-pound man
being afraid of a 125-pound woman," Reed told the jury in his
summation.
Reed also contended in his statement that Mrs. Johnson could not
have been shot as she jerked a Weapon aside with her left hand as she

Harpole testified that he sold
delivered a blow with the hammer
Johnson the death gun May 12 for
in her right hand.
$20.
Mrs. Johnson, Reed pointed out,
Mrs. Byassee was the key witness
was shot in the left chest, with the
charge ranging downward and to for the commonwealth.
the left.
She testified that she was awakDefense attorneys sought to prove ened by Bonnie trying to enter her
that the shooting was an accident. room and crying out "don't shoot"
in a "struggling voice as if she
According to testimony at sev- were being choked."
eral points in the two-day trial,
Mrs. Byassee said she heard the
Johnson had the gun brought into
Byassee house by a boarder, Mich- shotgun blast and immediately saw
her daughter lying on the floor with
ael Lowe.
Mrs. Byassee and other members her head and shoulders inside the
of the family said Johnson asked mother's room.
Bonnie Johnson to "put the gun
Johnson was star, <!, near the
away" because he was afraid of
body, die said. The shotgun and
guns.
claw hammer were on the floor.
There was no contradiction of
Johnson was formally sentenced
prosecution statements that John- by
Judge Wood Tipton a few minson held his shirt over the trigger
utes after the jury returned with the
of the shotgun.
verdict. Johnson smiled faintly as
All this, Reed charged, was to
the verdict was read. He made no
keep his fingerprints from showing
statements to Judge Tipton.
on the shotgun.
Johnson and his attorneys conferJohnson admitted having the shirt
red after the trial but there was no
in his hand with the gun but said
announcement concerning an aphe just happened to be carrying it
peal.
that way as he tried to leave the
house.
Johnson also testified that relatives of his ex-wife and others who
charged from the stand that he
repeatedly threatened to kill Mrs. between Martin and Union City
Johnson were not telling the truth.
Wednesday through Tusedsy
"I never threatened my wife,"
he said.
(September la - 24)
Mrs. Johnson, according to sevDouble Feature
eral witnesses, gave officers inforStarts At Dusk
mation which led to charges of hog
stealing and cattle rustling against
Mia Farrow, John Caasavetes
Johnson in Kentucky and Tennessee.
Rosemary's Baby
At one time Johnson was under
and
$17,000 bond on the theft charges,
according to testimony.
Natalie Wood, Robert Redford
Tom Johnson testified that the
This Property is
shotgun that killed Bonnie Johnson
had been in her ex-husband's posCondemned
session for some time.

SUNSET DRITE-IN

FOR SALE
McKnight's Delicious Homemade Hot Tamales,
ORDERS FILLED AT ANY TIME

PHONE 472-1189

We wish to extend a warm and sincere
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To our friends in the twin-city area who made our grand
opening last week such an overwhelming success. The number
who visited us in our newly completed building far exceeded
our expectations.
We invite you to come again at any time, and pledge
our continued efforts to give you the beat service possible in
filling your drug, cosmetics, and gift needs.

SHIRLEY & ED HOLT

This young lady looks through a magnifying glass to precisely solder wires In an electronic assembly at IBM's plant
In Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Holding the assembly Its place Is a
throw-away plastic tool, designed on the same principle sa
disposable household convenience products. The plastic
tool replaces a 36-plece steel fixture at 1/3000d1 depeeell.
end permits better testing of the assembly.
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Labor Survey
Underway For
New Industry

Page 5
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By Mrs. Carey Frields

Rev. Russell Rogers filled the
pulpit at New Salem Baptist Church
the past Sunday at 11 a. m., where
he is serving until the church calls
An important industrial prospect, a pastor. Sunday School is at 10
looking over the twin city area with a. DI.
the possibility of locating here, is in
We have news from my brother,
need of determining the labor supply before it makes a decision. Eddie D. Lassiter, that he is slowL. M. McBride, president of the ly, bid steadily, improving at his
Fulton-South Fulton Chamber of home in Detroit. He was hospitalized some five weeks from some InCommerce said today.
fection, but is now convalescing.
All persons, 18 years of age or We hope his health will soon be reolder, who are not working or who stored.
are working and would like a
Charles Morrison isn't so well at
chance at a better job in industry,
are urgently requested to fill out a his home near Dukedom, reports
reach
us a few days ago. We hope
survey form. It is also hoped that
persons away from home who he will improve soon. His health
would like to return to this area to has been on the decline for some
work in industry if a job were time.
available, are requested to fill out
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Argo and
a survey form.
daughter, IChitherly, spent last
Any p son, .le or female, liv- week end in Tullahoma, Tenn., with
ing within the trade area of the parents, Mr. and Mrs. Doyle
twin cities is urgently requested to Frields, and were accompanied
fill out the coupon appearing in to- home by their son, Chad, who had
day's issue. In addition to the spent the week on summer vacation
coupon appearing in this week's with his grandparents and Kerry.
issue registration stations are loBobbie Rickman left Sunday for
cated in the City Naticeaal Bank,
Knoxville, Tenn., where he enters
The Fulton Bank, The Twin Cities U. T. for
his settler year. He is
Cable TV office and the Chamber
majoring in engineering. He is the
of Commerce office on Main Street
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert RickIn Fulton; also at the Sheriff's of- man,
near here.
fice in Hidaman and Gadberry's
Miss Katy Terry of Union City
Store in Cayce.
has been a visitor in our midst,
The industry did not apecify
house guest of her uncle, Grover
whether it needs skilled or unskilled
True, and Mrs. True. She left for
labor, however all peTSODS interest- home
Sunday in company with her
ed in employment in an important
sister, Ann, and reports a nice
industry A-- urged to fill out the
visit in our vicinity.
survey form.
News reached us of the death of
Mrs. Annie Thomas in Mayfield a
few days ago. She was the wife of
the late Ed Thomas and a sister of
Mrs. Dewey Maley of this area,
Dan Harris of Dresden and Mrs.
Algie Watts of St. Louis. We extend
our deepest sympathy to the bereaved ones.
Word was received of the death
of Edward Johnson in Fulton Hospital
early Sunday morning. The
Six University of Kentucky coeds
from the Purchase Area of the body is being flown from Memphis
Commonwealth have pledged to to Pennsylvania for burial in the
social sororities on the Lexington family plot. He is the father of Mrs.
James McClure, Sr., of Dukedom
campus.
A total of 390 women pledged the and was here when stricken. Death
14 U4C sororities following two was attributed to a stroke, from
which he was not able to rally.
weeks of rush activities.
I returned home Wednesday, afThe new pledges and their chosen
ter several days visit with my sissororities are:
Alpha Gamma Delta: Ruth Ann ter, Mrs. Roy Hammett, and Mr.
Jackson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hammett on Paris-Vale Road.
James M Jackson, Route 1, Fancy While there, their son, William Roy
Farm, a graduate of Carlisle Coun- and family were on a visit, too.
William Roy is stationed at Blythety High School.
Chi Omega: Cynthia Ann Hoziara, ville Air Force Base and has orders
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred to go to Guam on October 1. He Is
Homra, 117 Norman Street, Fultoo, now in his eighth year as an enlista graduate of Fulton High School. ed man, serving with ground crew
Delta Zeta: Kathy L. Hufnagle, as mechanic on 1352 bombers.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
R. Hufnagle, 3317 Roell Circle, PaRANDA IS PRESIDENT!
ducah, a graduate of Paducah
Randa Nabors was elected PresiTilghman High School, and Ellen
dent of the South Fulton High
Kelsey Neely, daughter of Mr. and
School Library Club last week.
Mrs. Sam Boyd Neely, 823 Pryor
officers are: Larry Pruett,
Street, Mayfield, a graduate of Other
vice president; Cathy Coleman, secMayfield High School.
retary ;Diane Llliker, assistant secKappa Delta: BWye Sharon Bell,
retary; Donna Rushing, treasurer;
daughter of 'Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Huffine, reporter, and Kay
Robert Bell, 3813 Primrose Place, Jim
King, sergeant-at-arms.
Paducah, and Brenda Joyce Koss,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. T. W.
Koss, 4025 Ferncliff Court, PaduGRAHAM CRUSADE!
cah. Both are graduates of Paducah
Beginning
last night, for three
School
Tilghman High
nights, September 18, 19 and 20, a
Billy Graham Evangelist Film CruCARD OF THANKS
Thanks to all our friends and sade is being shown at the Union
neighbors for their help and pray- Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
ers since the loss of our home by The film is being shown at 7:30
each evening. The public is cordfire.
The Lee Roy Harrison Family ially invited.

Cynthia Homra
Pledges Chi
Omega At UK

health demonstration
Top wingers in the junior division of 4-H Club
were (left to Home
state competition, held at the Kentucky State Fair
county team (both from LewisLeith, Seward and Kathy Lew*, Mason
county (Route 4, Hickman)
bowe)— champion; Janet Adams, Fulton
contest had *artier been
2nd. Each 4-H member compettng in this stets
demonstrations OD the county and
named junior champion in 4-H health
competition.
area levels to become eligible for state

•McCONNELL NEWS
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell 0
Thirteen young men from the
Smith Street Church of Christ conducted the entire service at the McConnell Church of Christ on Sunday
evening, September 15. Each and
every one of the young men participated in some phase of the service They are to be commended
for doing such a tremendous job.
They were a source of inspiration
to everyone present. We hope to
have them visit with us again in
the near future.
Mrs. Tommy Austin recently entertained with a picnic on the Baptist Church lawn here in observance
of the fourteen birthday of her son,
Tommy Alan. Those present were:
Brad Boggess, David Matlock, Jeff
Woodruff, Mike Robertson, Larry
Robertson, Kirk Coley, Glenn
Green, Greg Sallee, Stan Pope and
Steve Pope.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Kerner and
Mrs. Doyle Matheny and son, Gary
Ritter, all of Bridgeton, Missouri,
visited Mrs. L. T. Caldwell and
family and other friends in this
area last week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Cathey and
Head coach Robert Carroll and the offensive backfield of The University of Ternesse• at Martin Volunteers
daughters, Teresa and Sherry Ann,
are in high spirits before the season opener against Murray Stet* University. They are (1, to r.) fullback of St. Joseph, Mo., spent last weekDuff Maid, tailback Jim Wiggins, wingbed( Steve Allison, and quarterback Allan Cox. The Vol: and end with Mr. and Mrs. Audie
Cathey and other relatives here.
Thoroughbreds Will meet in Murray, Kentucky, Saturday at 7:30 p. m.
Recent visitors in the home of

Mrs. Veneida Moss and family
were: Mr. and Mrs. Albert Markham of Memphis, Mr. and Mrs.
Pete Walker and children of Humboldt, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pewitt
and children of Fulton, and Mr
and Mrs. Richard Moss and son,
also of Fulton.
Miss Anna Lou Caldwell is attending an area meeting of the
Farmers Home Administration, being held at Jackson. Tenn., this
week.
Mrs. Oscar Newman is hospitalized in Hillview Hospital.
Mrs Fon .Brasure has returned
to her home here, after spending
three weeks in St. Louis, visiting
with some of her children.
Mr. and Mrs. Shelley Farmer
spent last Saturday with her mother, Mrs. Zetta Summers, a pallet),
in the Weakley County Nursing
Home at Dresden. It was Mrs. Summers' 80th birthday.
Mrs. Jim Vowell has been employed by E. W. James and Sons
Supermarket in Fulton.
Mrs. Flaudie Wheeler of Fulton
is now staying with Mrs. Ona Mc
Intosh.
PICTURE WINDOWS!
Of interest in Covington is the
Catherdral Basilica of the Assumption. This church contains one of
the world's largest stained-glass
windows.

There Is Diversity In Goals Of UK's Black Student Union
The Black Student Union at the there is a great deal of diversity
University of Kentucky isebably and not always unanimous opinion
would go out of existence if it ever about how it should proceed and
became completely successful.
where A is going.
Par die aim of the RSV, formed
It is beaded by Theodore Berry,
is
to
make
getat the start of 1988,
ting an education easier for Ne- who comes from a family identigroes who attend the TJnivereity.
And if this could be fully accomplished, according to estimates by
KUDOS PROFESSOR!
BSU spokesman, the need fir the
organization would cease.
Dr. Bill M .Morris has been namIn the meantime, however, the ed assistant professor of physics at
Blank Student Union is showing Worchester Polytechnic Institute at
other organizations on campus Worcester, Mass. He is the son of
what it means to take re_ponsitillty Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Morris, 400
entiously and to really do some- Green Street in Fulton.
thing toward its goals.
Keller Dunn, UK associate registrar who has worked closely with
file HSU and its individual members, described it as "an organization of loyal, dedicated University
students who love the eche* beWeek the Wheal, want to gat good
Negro studeees here and try to bib
those who come get a education."
Wn the organitation, bowever,

During floods on the lower Ohio
and Mississippi Rivers, releases
from both the Corps of Engineers
projects on the Cumberland River
and TVA's projects on the Cumberland River and TVA's projects on
the Tennessee are coordinated by
the Corps' Reservoir Control Center in Cincinnati.

CLEARING UP A MURKY MYSTERY

Deep in the dense jungles of also to determine their age by
the Yucatan Peninsula lies the their location in the mud laysacred Mayan Well of Sacrifice ers. To do so they needed clear
— the "Cenote Sacrada." Near- water and they turned to water
by, the ancient city of Chichen filtration to do it! Accoiding to
Itza stands in ruin, massive researchers at Johns-Manville.
stone pyramids and temples producer ed the Celite filter aids
used. diatomite filters were best
silent in the sun.
When drought plagued the suited for the job because the
Maya Indians, they believed diatomaceous earth used in
that Chac, the rain god, was them is up to 100 times finer
angry. To appease hen, they than sand, and can separate the
made human sacrifices into the smallest particles from the
pool — instructing the victim be- water. The CHD.Purex filters
forehand what to tell the gods. used at the cenote were deThe victim was then thrown signed for a gigantic job—each
over the brink of the circular of the four units incorporated
well, 80 feet down vertical cliffs 200 square feet of filter area!
The first discovery of the reto dark, deep water. Spectators
would shower the pool with their cent exploration was a chunk of
most precious property after- pale resin, used by the Maya as
wards — often jade jewelry, incense in religious ceremonies.
A few minutes later a ceramic
weapons, and pottery.
Now, modern man has gone bowl was uncovered, followed
into the well — not for sacrifice by carved golden idols, neckbut for science. The first suc- laces of human teeth, weapons
cessful dredgings of the cenote —and one of the oldest rubber
took place between 1904 and objects ever found, a four-inch
1907, and the Mayan art and latex effigy.
Out of the filtered depths
pottery brought to light made
bones and
this discovery comparable to came thousands
artifacts—and
the rugged trial
the opening of King Tut's tomb!
technique
in
archeolnew
a
of
Early explorations were hampered by water so murky that ogy. Scientists are now looking
light penetrated no deeper than ahead to when they might un10 feet from the surface. Below cover the full story of this comthe blackness was 10 to 30 feet plex Mayan civilization which
of mud. Scientists wanted not flourished in Mexico while Euro
.only to recover oartifecle but opt wao in the Nit APO

lied with civil rights activities br dedication to improve the lot of the letic recruiters to integrate all UF
Lexington. Berry is an energetic Negro on the University campus athletic teams. It is helping thi.
leader who plunges the BSU into and in his home community, not by summer with a special program
all sores of projects that might ease violence but by constructive pro- for disadvantaged high school grad
racial tension and improve the lot grams. That is how they inteepiet uates Who want to attend college
of Negroes both on and off campus. "black power."
It is encouraging the University e.
He has it work toward getting more
Already the BSU has persuaded add more Negroes to its fecule
Negroes on the faculty. In the stu- the University to offer a course— and staff.
dent body and, especially, on UK's on an experimental basis—in AfroBut the serious young people wits
athletic teams, the basketball American culture. It has taken an make up its membership still fee
squad in particular.
they
have a way to go to make de
recruitactive part in setting up a
Some of it* BSU members, par- ing program that sends representa- Negro blend into the student hod:
ticularly the young women, take tives to high schools to persuade with no problems related to the
things quieter and slower, "win- more black students to enroll in the color of his skin. And they're wit:
ning respect for their race by being Universe*. R is working with &Alb- ing to keep working at it.
good students and fine persons,"
commented one UK administrator.
Typical of these might be Gloria
Harris, a Louisville reeident who
was selected to serve as a dormitory counselor.
Or Norma Johnson, a LexingtonJan majoring in SOCSSI work with
plans to specialize in work with
juveniles. Or Elaine Adonis, the
only Negro to live in the expertEducational Television becomes pect to use the television lesson
month, Beard Haase during the
a reality when the first state-wide during the 1968-69 school year whil
spring semester.
is made at 9:05 EDT on 33 districts have not complete
Some of the young men in BSU telecast
23. This is a class in their plans.
September
also move quietly: Jim Green, the
usin
Districts contemplating
American History taught by John
track star, making secure a place
Dickey. In rapid succession les- Educational Television have eithe
for blacks in the athletic program, E.
sons will follow until eighteen ele- had utilization workshops alread
and P. G. Peeplea, a soft-spoken
mentary courses and one -high or will be having them prior to D.
product of the Community College
school course will be available to opening of school.
System.
In-school curriculum for 19684
the children across the state. In
Others are more flamboyant in
grades 1-6 individual lessons will be includes: science, grades 1their efforts ot point up the plight
telecast three times each week. mathematics, (new math) gradi
of the black student. Bill Turner
Courses in grades 7-12 will be tele- 1-3; language arts, grades 1 or :
and Jim Embry, for instance, wear
cast seven times per week, thus and grades 5 or 6: music, grads
tilde on thongs about their necks making all the lessons readily avail- 1 or 2, and grades 5 or 6; sect.
and "black power" buttous on their able to those classrooms equipped studies, grades 5 and 6; forte.
shirts.
language (Spanish) grades 3, 4,
to receive them.
But all theose students are bound
or 6; and world geography and ctn.
together by a seriousness and by a
As of this date, 133 districts ex- rent events, grade 7.

Educational TV Makes
DebutDuring September

a

SEARCH FOR THE GOVERNOR is one of the many tasks Merritt S. Deitz
fulfills in his role as administrative assistant to Gov. Louie B. Nunn. Deita
els many hours In the State Library preparing answers to the legal queswhich are faced each day in the Governor's office.
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USS AMERICA (CVA-66) at sea
( FHTNC) Sept. 4—Aviation Ord.
nancemen Airman David M. Meketi, USN, 22, son of Mrs. Elizabeth
Meketi of 105 Valley St., Fulton,
Ky., is serving aboard the attack
aircraft carrier USS America on
Yankee Station in the Gulf of Tonkin.
Crewmembers of the America arc
helping to provide air support to
U. S. and Allied ground forces in
South Vietnam. In addition the carrier's pilots and those of the embarked squadrons and Air Wings
are flying daily combat missions
against the enemy.

News From Out
Boys In The

SERVICE

Lt. Bradley
BIG SPRING,
— Second
Lieutenant Gerald H. Bradley, son
if Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Bradley of
501 West Parkway, Fulton, Ky., has
entered U. S. Air Force pilot training at Webb AFB, Tex.
Lieutenant Bradley will fly the
newest Air Force jet trainers and
receive special academic and
military training during the yearlong course. He will be awarded
silver pilot wings upon completion
A the Air Training Command flymg program.
The lieutenant, a graduate of
Fulton High School, received his
commission in 1968 upon comple.
!ion of the Air Force Reserve Officers Training Corps program at
the University of Kentucky where
he earned his B. A. degree. He is a
member of Lambda Chi Alpha.
His wife, Susan, is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Stevens of
464 Oakshire, Kirkwood, Mo.

Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for- - Your Insurance Needs

Rice Agency
Fulton

WICHITA FALLS, Tex.—Airman
James L. Brewer, son of Mrs. Pearl
Brewer of 408 Jackson St., Hickman, Ky., has been graduated from
a U. S. Air Force technical school
at Sheppard AFB, Tex. He was
trained as a medical services specialist.
The airman is a graduate of Fulton County High School.
His father, Thomas E. Brewer,
resirks at 756 Homer Ave., Memphis.

New College
Teaches Data
Processing
A Kentucky business coRege to
teach data processing and computer
programming techniques has been
formed in Louisville. The school
will open classes on the Ursukne
Campus, 3105 Lexington Road, in
September.
The college, called the National
Instinue of Technology will occupy
Ursuline's Brescia Hall. Co-educational and non-sectarian, the school
will provide campus dormitory mid
recreational facilities.
Samuel Rosenberg of Louisville,
was elected to serve as President
and Chairman of the Board of Directors. Mrs. Geraldine Hollan was
chosen as Executive Vice-President
Class schedules have been designed to accommodate full end
parttime students. Classes will -be
conducted during die day, at night
and on Saturdays.
The courses of instruction will
range from one year downward.
State-wide and national placement
assistance will be offered all graduates.

ORION COUNTY
ASS

Merlin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.

COTTON FRUITING WELL
Mast eolith Aside in Obion County are beams up good, with the
sabot ear a much better thane
crop than we have had for die'
two years. Callon has not sufeerad
too much from lack of moisture
end everY'one will agree that the
recent hot weather has been cotton
growing weather.
The coats variety test on Mr.
Melvin Ferguson's farm at Frog
Level bobs as good as any variety
test that could be &end on so Agriculture Experiment Station. Differewes Sidle varieties are beginning
to show up. Varieties in the test include Acoia 1517D, Color 413-68,
Stoneville 506, Dekapine 16, Hancock, Dirde King II, Auburn M.
Stoneville 213, Deltapine 45A, Rex
Smoothies', Missouri 61-470F, and
McNair 1032. A cotton field day will
be held at this location on September 4 but if you're in the Few
John K. Hunter
Level Area the variety test Lu across
the road from Melvin inergeolon's
INDIANTOWN GAP, PA.—John ceived six weeks of training in
home and the varieties are MesaK. Hunter, son of Mr. and .Mrs leadership, rifle marksmanship,
ford with signs.
John R. Hunter, East Drive, Ful- physical conditioning and other
ton, Ky., prepares to fire the 81mm military subjects.
We always like to observe good
mortar during Army weapons traincrops and if you're near lif,maick
Upon
successful
completion
of
ing.
summer camp and graduated from Mr. J. W. Rainey hes a field of ha
A student at Murray State Uni- college, he is eligible to be com- cotton that he aboidcl be very proud
versity, Cadet Hunter has com- missioned as a second lieutenant in for people to observe.
pleted Army Reserve Officers' the U. S. Army.
Training Corps summer camp at
Indiantown Gap Military ReservaCadet Hunter is a member Of
JOHNSON GRASS
tion, AnnviRe, Pa.
Sigma Chi fraternity, and a 1962
During the encampment, he re- graduate of Fulton High School.
Johnson Grass is extremely difficuft to control but control measures are available that will do
good work in controlling Johnson
Grass. Jimmy Rainey, vitro lives
south of Laster's Corner, has worked on about 30 acres this year. The
Johnson Grass was sprayed with
Dalapen and a surfactarst when it
was about 10 inches high, the field
wee plowed about 4 days beer, and
2/
1
2 weeks later trefian was applied
broadcast to control seedling Johnson Gress before the field was
planted to soybeans.
Jimmy Rainey told me last week
be was well labeled with the controt he had obtained of the Johnson
Grass by following this method,
and that he planned to tread another field this way next year.

the adage Is corns* vitae the
grains are wait dented. ibis meads
that meaty throws could lose as
much as SO bulb& of earn pin
acre by culling too eerly. The grain
corn in silage is die saint digestible
pert of the allege and fanners cannot afford to lose this high value
feed.
On a 200 taxi silo basis, and with
20 tons of silage per acre which
would make 100 bu. of corn per
sere, a farmer could lose 500 bushels of grain corn or about $500
worth of feel.
Naturally,
Large fields to be
cult, the harvest will need to be
started in time to save the crop for
silage, but don't cut too early ...id
lose the grain.

DOGWOOD BORERS

under the bark of the tree, seriously damaging and often killing
the tree.
To control borers, spray the trunk
of the tree and the main branches
with 0.5 percent Dieldrin, 5 percent DDT, or 0.5 percent Lindane.
Spray at 28-day intervals, beginning April 15 and ending October
15 for a total of seven applications.
This will insure maximum protection.

A few hunters have already begun to get ready to out corn Siege
and we think all cattlemen and
dairymen should realize that for
highest yield of corn silage and less
water to ha,corn adage should
be cut in the full dent gage.
Research has shown that can cut
in the milk (roasting ear) stage
has about half as much pain in

472-1341
Paint-up Fix-up Nowt

September 18 - Feeder Pig Sale Brownsville.
September 19 - rt.e.ler Pig Sale Dresden.
Septemb2,. • Mid-South
Fair.
October 8 - Feeder Calf Sale Newbern.

Mid-April is the time to start
STUDENT OPPORTUNITIES
control of dogwood borers. The
adult borer is a blueblack moth
The University of Kentucky comwith some yellow markings and
narrow, transparent wings. The munity colleges provide continuing
larvae, the destructive stage of the educational oppornmaies for citiborer, is white or cream-colored zens in their immediate areas.
with a reddish-brown head. It is an
inch long when full grown.
FIRST RACE!
The female borer lays eggs from
The Woodburn Stock Parse in
mid-April through
Mid-October. Versailles is the site of the first
The newly hatched larvae bore di- race horse breeding farm in Amerrectly into the bark and feed just ica.

FOR SALE
THE CLARENCE MOLINE HOME, located on corner of Court
Drive and Hilltop in Fulton; two bedroom brick, with plenty of
room for expansion. Extra large bedrooms and dining area.
WILL CONSIDER TRADE FOR YOUR PROPERTY
$16,504.00
LOCATED ON 14 ACRES, WITH PLENTY OF ROAD FRONTAGE, FINE BRICK AND FRAME HOME. Has large patio, den,
many convenient out-buildings, pond, small barn. Perfect for anyone who loves horses, ideal for anyone considering gauntry living.
Located in Kentucky, approximately 14 miles from Fulton on
Murray Highway
$26,500.00.
ON THEDFORD STREET IN FULTON, two bedroom home, convenient to Hillview Hospital and Parkway Maser Nursing Home,
also city park. SELL OR TRADE
$5,500.04.
EXTRA LARGE BUILDING LOT IN HIGHLANDS, LOCATED ON
WEST SECOND STREET, FULTON,10)by 150, price .. $1,0110.00.
Our sign will identify it for you.

Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

0
'602 11_

in

Your dollars
,
go farther

PLUEO

Deparireent of Public Info,'nation, Section PDS
Capitol Anne., Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
Pleas• send, without obligation, information on Kentu,Ity's
40 dote and notional parks, It,. finest in the nalipn.
Name
Street
Address
State

Zip
Code

I.

40

A pilot in the U. S. Army Europe's Aviation Safety and Standardization Detachment, WO Newton
entered the Army in September
1959.

STATE AND
NATIONAL PARKS
The finest in the nation
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INEXPENSIVE BUILDING LOT in Highlands, with all water and
sewer taps in
....
...... .„.
$1,000.00.
FIVE ACRES with good five room house and carport, located at
city limits
(Kentucky), has city water.
$1,M10.00.
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Call WICK SETH, Broker
PHONE 472-1292 NIGHT OR DAY

Time Savor_

The 27-year-old warrant officer
graduated from Fulton County High
School, Hickman, in 1959.
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His wife, Elaine, is with him in
Germany.

ASSOCIATE DEGREES!
The University of Kentucky community colleges offer two-year associate degree programs designed
to prepare the student for im.mediate employment on a technical or
semi-professional level.
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of the Air Medal and the Bronze
Star Medal, both for meritorious
service, the first in aerial flight.
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Warrant Officer Newton and Friend
AUGSBURG, GERMANY
—
Army Chief Warrant Officer George
R. Newton (right), son of Mrs.
Sarah N. Newton, Route 4, Hickman, Ky., receives the Distinguished Flying Cross August 1 near
Augsburg, Germany.
WO Newton received the award
for heroism involving aerial flight
in action aaginst enemy forces in
Vietnam.
During the same ceremonies, he
was also presented his 27th award
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FARM DATES TO REMEMBER

62 ACRE FARM, ideal for hogs, possession immediately $11,500.00.
SILAGE TIME

Fag

14

KINGSHIGHWAY
AVE.
Right on U. S. Highway 67

1

Colonial Charm with Modern Comforts
Moderate Rates from $5.50 up. Winner of
Mobil Guide"UNUSUALLY GOOD VALUE" Award.
veullmong SPECIAL FAMILY RATES 400,0"•-•"
.
41
Air Conditioned Acorns with TV. Fine Food
In Famous Hitching Post Restaurant.
Home of the Professional Athletes,
......Se. Louis Football Cardinals,
Hockey Blues, Basketball Hawks
and many other attractions such as
the Gateway Arch, St. Louis Zoo
and Forest Pork.

Great way to save time. Keep a list of your own frequently called numbers. Makes calling faster. Accurate, too. Because you can refer to the number as
you dial. Helps you eliminate wrong numbers.

South Central Ball

FREE PARKING

WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE.
FOR RESERVATIONS Tel, TOrest 1-8300

We'll help you keep your list of frequently called numbers by sending
you a personal directory. To get yours, just call your Telephone
Busi, ness Office.
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LETTERS TO EDITOR—
(Conth....td From Page Two)

Banana Festival and pictures of all
the contestants. I would greatly apprecisAe receiving seven copies of
that PePer.
Thank you aagin for your kindneat.

Theodore A. Tuschinsky
Producer
Indiana Rose Festival

ale south
ale -

"

Fulton County News, Thursday, Sept. 19, 1968

Respecthilly yours,
ale -

•

CONSEJO NACIONAL DE
TURISMO
Oficial Mayor

the possibility to know Your city,
the State of Kentucky, and be a
part of the Banana Festival, but it
was not possible to her, accompany
you in these days; next time will
be an honor to ue send you a representative.
Through the news papers that
Mr. Larry Benson from the Florida
Secretary of State shows us, we
have seen your marvelous activity
in the promotion of the festival;
please accept our congratulations
for this campaign that brings a lot
of attention to Fulton.

THE
LAND
THE
EOPLE

With warmest regards,

Jim has a college degree in agriculture—Helen, a
diploma from junior college. And they're back on the
land.
Less than five miles from the farm where they'll
start their married life is a church. They'll be part
of it.
For they know the greatness of the nation in which
they were born; a Ereatness rooted in the land and
the people.
It's the same land their forefathers tilled.
It's got to be the same kind of people.
That's why there's a church less than five miles
away
and why they'll be part of It.

Rodollo Zarnbrano M
Director.

Mexico, 1). F., Agosto 30, 1968.
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Mrs. Jo Westpheling
Chairman, International Relations
P.O. Box 428
Fulton, Kentucky 42021

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
Kentucky Division
September 11, UN

Mr. R. Paul Westpheling
Publisher-Editor
Answering your l'ad letter of Fulton, Kentucky 42041
August 22 in which you inform me
that Ratio's pictures have reached Dear Mr. Westipheling:
to you.
On behalf of the American CanIn accordance wan my message cer Society's Kentucky Diviaion, I
of this date I want to confirm you would like to take this occasion to
that Eastern Air Lines has deliver- express our sincere appreciation for
ed use the airplane ticket and that the outstanding coverage your
Rocio will arrive to New Orleans newspaper gave the Society this
on Sunday, September first.
past fiscal year.
ThaCs very much for your kind
You may be interested in knowlines and I wait for the opportunity ing that Fun County ranked
third
that you come back to Mexico 90 throughout Kentucky with 108 artithat you can enjoy the hospitality cles concerning the affairs of the
of this Country and its beauties.
American Cancer Society.
I am sure that you will take care
We are pleased to report that
of giving attention to our represen- during the past year newspapers
tative, she is a young lady who de- throughout the state printed a reserves it.
cord of 2,386 articles concerning the
Wishing that this letter reaches activities of the Society The counyou on tune I want to wish you the ties showing the greatest support
best of the successes in your cele- in this area include:
bration.
Jefferson-072; Fayette-140; FulPlease give may best regards to ton-108; Mason-73; Scott-70; Adairall friends. I kiss your hands with 69; Mardin-62; Nelson-56; Boyd-49;
special affection.
Franklin-47.
We applaud your valued support
Octavio Tries Aduna
and hope that the programs of the
American Cancer Society will continue to merit your earnest cooperaDEPARTMENT DE PROMOCION tion.
Y DESARROLLO
Sincerely yours,
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
John R. Crockett
The Barranquilla Chamber of
Volunteer Chairman
Commerce has appreciate your inPublic Information Comvitation the Queen of the Colombian
mittee
Bauty Miss Luz Helena Restrepo
G. to siartkipate in your wonderful
Banana Festival This week.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
She was very enthusiastic with
Bureau of Educational and
Cultural Affairs
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:

LIBRARY CORNER—

August 23, 1968

(Continued from pegs Two)
squat, rambling structure of wayward ells sprouting a crop of mushstood in Sleepy Hollow country—a
room chimney stacks. The original
building was 16th-Century Dutch
Colonial, shaded by crouching trees
that still trembled
you could
swear—from the hoofbeats of the
IleacBess Horseman. And the front
door was of solid shimmering brass
To each of the invited guests Hendrik Brass's ancestral relic promised much: dreams came true, new
riche,s—and fear.
MARIE ANTOINETTE'S DAUGFITER, by Alice Curtis Desmond. Intelligent, handsome, proud to the
point of arrogance, passionately
loyal, often lonely, a good friend and
a relentless enemy, the Duchesse
d'Angouleme, as Marie Therese
became by her marriage, was one
of the most admired and hated women of her time. This is the first
book about her written by an American. It makes fascinating reading.
THE WHITE BOAR, by Marian
Palmer. This is a dramatic historical novel that vividly recreates the
life and times of England's controversial King Richard HI. Shakespeare portrayed him as evil incarnate, a hunchback who gained the
throne by murdering his two nephews. Many historians argue that he
was a scapegoat.
BILL TILGHMAN, by Floyd Miller. He was one of the last heroes
of the old West and one of the most
heroic, a legend in his own time.
His life was dedicated to bringing
law to a land where there was none.

Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
I appreciated the kind invitation
from the International Banana Festival Office to be present at the
events to be held on Latin-American Friendship and Governor's Day
on Friday, September 6, 1968 in
Fulton, Kentucky. I regret very
much that I will not be able to attend the Festival this year.
I enjoyed very much the opportunity to attend the Festival last
year. It was a most impressive
event in furthering friendship and
understanding between the people
of the United States and those of
the Latin American countries. I am
sure that this year's Festival will
be equally successful.
With best wishes for every success.

VS Ilreweiwar,Sew% Pullen
Mane 4704164
—Armstrong inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and TIM
—Derma and McGee Carpeting
--Uldrelsferino, Modern
Antique
-inking Kitchen Carpeting
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Monday
I Chronicles
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Wednesday
Jeremiah
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Tuesday
Proverbs
12:8-14

Friday
Acts
15:12-21

Saturday
Revelation
5:6-14
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This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Communily.
THE FULTON NEWS

Piggly-Wiggly Super Market

Printers — Publishers
Centinerelei Ave.

WILLIAM WARD STOCKYARD
Church Street

South Fulton, TOM.

472-16811

South Fulton

470-21152

September 14, 1968
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
It has been a great pleasure to
know you and to be a guest at the
Banana Festival. I would like to
thank you for your warm hospitality and for all the things you have
done for me.
With my sincere thanks and best
regards, I remain.

Izzettin Onder
State Department Grantee
1968 Banana Festival

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of shoe Products

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.

I= Can Street
Fulton and South Putten

Phone 4724351

Puttee

CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Store
Phone 472-1303

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 4724412

Fulton

THE

crnimis BANK

Make our bank yew honk
Hickman, Ky.

Compliments of
Fulton Wholesale Florists
Green florist supplies

Cut flower*

Phone 306-2653

Dial 471-1371

FISHING IS GOODI
The "slate rocks" area of the
Ohio River, off the banks in West
Louisville, is one of the finest
stream fishing spots in Kentucky.
Large strings of pan fish are common there. West Louisville itt in
Daviess County.

Greenfield Monument Works

PURE MILK COMPANY

FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM

At the store sr at your door

Fulton, Kentucky

Phone 472-3311

Fulton, Ky,

418 Lake Street

4724362

E. W.James & Sons Supermarkets
Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
Union City, Tenn.

Hickman, Ky.

• Large Display •
'Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
J B. MANESS & SONS
OLDSMOBIL1S —

"Live Better Electrically"

Orreside* Tots.

South Fulton, Tenn.

Hickman, Ky.

JACKSON FUNERAL HOME

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.Inc.

Member of Kentucky Burial Allii0C.
Onossdield
Phone 225-22112

Kentucky Ave.,
Plains: 4614414

—

Dukedom, Tam.

Fulton

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Resell Store"

In Dwellers 46 Years

vs. D. Powers
Putten
Phone 472-1153

Thu
Zecher,
2:6-13

Sincerely,
J. Manuel Espinosa
Deputy Director
Office of InterAmerican
Programs

Sincerely yours,

S. P. MOORE & CO.

THE CHURCH FOR ALL
ALL FOR THE CHURCH
The Church lithe greatest factor on earth for the
building of character and
good citizenship. It is a
storehouse of spiritual
values. Without a strong
Church, neither democracy nor civilization can
survive. There are four
eotmd reasons why every
person should attend services regularly and support the Church. They
are:(1)For his atm sake.
(2) For his children's
sake. (3) For the sake of
his community and nation. (4) For the sake of
the Church itself, which
needs his moral and material support Plan to go
to church regularly and
said your Bible daily.

Phone 472-1471

Lake Street

Diet 472-2421

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antique,

Souvenirs
Excellent Feed
Private dining for UR

King Motor Company, Inc.
Authorized Pontiac and Rambler Dealer
1111 W.Sate Lime

Phone 470-3271

